
if students were exploring how fast students in their class could run, they would need to
give an operational definition of fast.They could operationally define fast as “the time
it takes for a student to run a particular distance” or as “how far a student can run in ten
seconds.”These definitions are operational definitions because they define the operation
or process used to measure a variable. Defining variables operationally is a difficult cog-
nitive activity. You will need to work with young learners to help them express variables
operationally. One technique is to have students share their operational definitions with
their classmates and receive feedback from classmates and from you.

Controlling Variables. Controlling variables is holding all variables constant except for
the one that is manipulated. In the fertilizer investigation, there were variables other than
the dependent variable (the height of the seedlings) and the independent variable (the
amount of fertilizer).These other variables, which include amount of sunlight and tem-
perature,will have to be controlled,or held the same,for all the plants,or students will not
be able to determine how the amount of fertilizer influenced the height of the seedlings.

Controlling variables is another challenging cognitive
activity for students.You should expect children to have
difficulty understanding how to control variables. With
younger students, you might use the term fair to intro-
duce the idea of controlling variables.Asking,“Is this a fair
test?” may help students understand. Students have little
trouble understanding that card games in which not all
the players have the same number of cards are not fair. It
is not a huge leap from that understanding to thinking
about making sure that all the plants in an investigation get
a “fair”chance.Portfolio Activity 4.5 is designed to help stu-
dents understand what is meant by controlling variables.

The paper dragon portfolio activity demonstrates why
it is critical to control variables during an investigation.

Portfolio Activity 4.4 WRITING PROCEDURES

Materials Needed:
• Lego building blocks
• Writing materials

A. Have your students work in pairs. Give each pair ten
types of Lego building blocks in different colors. Ask
each pair to construct a structure using all the Lego
blocks you gave them. Then ask each pair to write a
detailed description of how to make the structure so
that someone else, following their instructions, could
make the same structure. Instruct the pairs not to look
at one another’s structures.

B. Have the pairs exchange their written directions. Now
ask the pairs to follow the directions they have been
given in building a new structure.

C. Ask the pairs to inspect the structures built from their
directions. How could the directions be improved?

D. You might also have your students try to explain how
to tie a shoe, make a peanut butter sandwich, or make
a cube out of paper. Record your notes about this ac-
tivity in your portfolio.
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CONNECTING TO
NATIONAL SCIENCE EDUCATION STANDARDS

NNSSEESS

Science Education Content Standards
K–4—Standard A: In the earliest years, investigations are
largely based on systematic observations. As students
develop, they may design and conduct simple experiments
to answer questions. The idea of a fair test is possible for
students to consider by fourth grade (p. 122).
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